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European leaders continue to squabble about 

efforts needed to end the euro crisis, but they 

have coalesced around calls in late January 

2012 by German Chancellor Merkel, French 

President Sarkozy and British Prime Minister 

Cameron to open transatlantic markets.  

US President Obama has also endorsed the bid. 

At the US-EU Summit last fall, leaders created a 

bilateral High Level Working Group on Jobs and 

Growth to consider the full range of measures 

that could be taken to deepen and expand the 

transatlantic economic relationship.  
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The benefits could be substantial in terms of creating jobs, boosting innovation, improving our 

competitiveness, and ensuring long-term growth and prosperity. It is a moment of opportunity – to use 

or to lose. To win the moment, business and other economic stakeholders must unite with political 

leaders on both sides of the Atlantic to advance a shared vision, built on underlying values, to harness 

the potential of our partnership to create jobs, stimulate growth, and strengthen the multilateral 

system.  

The stakes are high. Although rapidly rising economies have gained much attention, the US and Europe 

remain the anchor of the global economy. The transatlantic economy generates $5 trillion in total 

commercial sales a year and employs up to 15 million workers. It is the largest and wealthiest market in 

the world, accounting for three-quarters of global financial markets and over half of world trade and 

world GDP. No other commercial artery is as integrated. Every day roughly $1.7 billion in goods and 

services crosses the Atlantic, representing about one-third of total global trade in goods and more than 

40 percent of world trade in services. Americans sold three times as many merchandise exports to 

Europe than to China and 15 times more than to India. The European Union sold the United States 

nearly twice the goods it sold China and nearly 7 times what it sold India.  

The US and the EU are each other's most important investment partners, and transatlantic investment 

flows of nearly $2.7 trillion dwarf those among any other continents. In addition, US and European 

companies account for 60 percent of the top R&D companies and 69 percent of private R&D spending 

in the world. The US and Europe are allies in NATO, partners in addressing global political and economic 

problems, and account for 80 percent of all development assistance around the world. We are 

democracies, market economies, and leading supporters of the rules-based international economic 

order.  

Recent economic troubles have only underscored the deep integration of the transatlantic economy 

and the importance of healthy transatlantic economic ties for millions of US and European workers, 

consumers and companies. Our companies are deeply engaged on both sides of the Atlantic. We are 

literally in each other's business. European companies employ more Americans than any other foreign 

nationality and are by far the most important source of onshored jobs in the United States. American 

companies employ more Europeans than anyone else and are by far the largest source of onshored 

jobs in Europe. We have never had a greater stake in each other’s economic success. The notion that 

we can “decouple” from each other's economic fortunes is mistaken and can lead to serious policy 

errors. The North Atlantic economic and financial crisis compels us to develop an integrated 

transatlantic strategy to bring debt and deficits back to sustainable levels, to meet the budgetary 

challenges of demographic change, and ensure sufficient room for fiscal maneuver in the future. 

Substantial gains in terms of jobs and growth would result from initiatives designed to boost flows of 

goods, services, capital and knowledge between the US and the EU.  

Moreover, strengthening transatlantic bonds is important not only in terms of how Europeans and 

Americans relate to each other, but how we together might best relate to rising powers, especially the 

emerging growth markets. Whether those powers choose to challenge the current international 
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economic order and its rules or promote themselves within it depends significantly on how the US and 

Europe engage, not only with them but also with each other. The stronger the bonds among core 

democratic market economies, the better our chances of being able to include rising partners as 

responsible stakeholders in the international trading system. The more united, integrated, 

interconnected and dynamic the international liberal economic order is – shaped in large part by the US 

and Europe – the greater the likelihood that emerging powers will rise within this order and adhere to 

its rules. The looser or weaker those bonds are, the greater the likelihood that rising powers will 

challenge this order. So a key element of strategy in a G20/WTO world must be to protect and reinforce 

the institutional foundations of the liberal international economic order, beginning with the 

partnership between the US and Europe. This means not only refraining from imposing such national 

protectionist measures as trade tariffs, export subsidies or buy national policies, but acting as 

pathfinders to new forms of global economic governance that recognize the rights and responsibilities 

of emerging economies while strengthening a rules-based, open-market global economy. 

The transatlantic partnership is simply too important to be allowed to drift. US and EU leaders have 

provided an opening; now is the time to forge a strategic 21st Century Transatlantic Partnership that 

not only can respond effectively to the tremendous changes all around us, but can anticipate and shape 

those changes to lift the lives of our people. This Transatlantic Partnership should advance an agenda 

for jobs and growth that opens transatlantic markets while simultaneously driving international 

cooperation to open global markets.  

This agenda must encompass three related goals. First, we must renew and open the Transatlantic 

Market. Second, we must reposition our partnership so we can better engage with third countries on 

the economic ground rules underpinning the multilateral system. Third, we must strengthen and 

extend the rules-based multilateral system to include new members and new areas of commercial 

opportunity.   

The first goal – an open Transatlantic Market – should not be limited to yet another preferential "free 

trade agreement." It must be a more ambitious and relevant new generation agreement, rooted in the 

distinctive nature and potential of the Transatlantic Partnership. It must be grounded in essential 

principles of WTO-consistency, transparency, nondiscrimination and essential equivalence. It should 

identify coordinated strategies across a range of mutually supporting areas: reducing transatlantic tariff 

barriers; removing restrictions on job-creating investments; overcoming regulatory obstacles; boosting 

innovation; leading the energy revolution; liberalizing services; creating a more efficient transatlantic 

financial market; and encouraging the freer flow of people and talent across the transatlantic space.  

The renewal and further opening of the Transatlantic Market goes hand in hand with a second and 

related goal: to strengthen the ground rules of the international economic order by repositioning the 

Transatlantic Partnership with regard to third countries. Efforts to open transatlantic markets and lift 

and align transatlantic standards can drive broader international cooperation. Given the size and scope 

of the transatlantic economy, standards negotiated by the US and EU can quickly become the 

benchmark for global models, reducing the likelihood that others will impose more stringent, 
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protectionist requirements for either products or services. Mutual recognition of essentially equivalent 

norms and regulatory coherence across the transatlantic space, in areas ranging from consumer safety 

and intellectual property to investment policy and labor mobility, not only promise to improve the lives 

of our people but form the core of broader international norms and standards. 

Third, the US and the EU should use their partnership to extend the rules-based multilateral system to 

new areas. Transatlantic market-opening initiatives in trade, green technologies, and services could be 

extended to WTO members who are willing to take up the same responsibilities and obligations 

covered by such agreements. The US and the EU have each concluded scores of bilateral free trade 

agreements, for instance, but have done little to use them to tackle pressing 21st century issues such as 

intellectual property, services, discriminatory industrial policies or state-owned enterprises, or to 

strengthen the normative underpinnings of the multilateral system. Current WTO negotiations do not 

fully address the trade dimensions of such issues as climate change, security concerns, foreign direct 

investment, or competition policy. The US and the EU should codify and align their existing free trade 

agreements to boost the multilateral system. An alignment and extension of free-trade arrangements 

among the US, EU and all partners with whom they have such free-trade agreements would be a major 

boost to the global trading order. 

Our current economic challenges are urgent. But history will judge not only how leaders dealt with 

immediate crises, but how they positioned their countries for the future. The future health of the 

transatlantic economy not only relies on a cyclical economic rebound. It also depends on more 

proactive, coordinated and forward-looking policy initiatives from policymakers on both sides of the 

Atlantic. 

We should have no illusions about the difficulties involved. Remaining transatlantic tariff barriers, 

especially in agriculture, often reflect the most politically difficult cases. Some of the most intense 

transatlantic disagreements have arisen over differences in regulatory policy. Issues such as food safety 

or environmental standards have strong public constituencies and are often extremely sensitive in the 

domestic political arena. To complicate matters further, responsibility for regulation is split in the EU 

between European and national levels, and in the US between the federal and state governments, so 

simply getting the right people into the room can be a real challenge. Investment barriers, especially in 

terms of infrastructure and transport sector ownership, will be very difficult to change.  

The potential payoff is high, however, and will translate into jobs and economic opportunity not only 

for our citizens but for billions around the world. Mobilizing business and government leadership is the 

primary challenge. The time to start is now. 

 

Daniel Hamilton directs the Center for Transatlantic Relations at Johns Hopkins University.
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An Open Atlantic Prosperity Area  

Difficult but necessary 

Dr. Pedro Schwartz 

Ideas are needed in time of difficulty. The Doha Round has been stopped in its tracks. The World Trade 

Organization is leaderless. The US economy is reviving only slowly while Europe, assailed by financial 

troubles and plagued by feeble growth, shows cracks in its governance. The crisis has quickened 

dormant protectionism. But this is not the moment for the friends of free trade – may I say, the friends 

of humanity – to retreat. It is time to revive and recast the old idea of an Open North Atlantic 

Prosperity Area (OAPA) to show the rest of the world how much wealth can be created by deepening 

commercial and economic links among nations.  

Presidential election years in the US are never the best moments to propose a lowering of trade 

barriers and an easing of service interchanges. But once the president is installed, internationalism 

returns to the fore, as the administration becomes conscious again of America’s role as leader of the 

free world. As for the European Union, and despite its present troubles, it is a shining example of what 

the widening of markets can do for long-term prosperity. Even outside the magic circle of the North 

Atlantic, confidence born of economic success will make the removal of barriers between countries an 

acceptable ideal.  

The Open North Atlantic Prosperity Area must under no circumstances be one of those bilateral trade 

agreements that have become the practice of both the US and the EU in these years. Bilateral 

agreements no doubt create new channels of trade but are often trade-diverting and riddled with rule 

of origin and anti-dumping exceptions. As Prof. Bhagwati famously said, the commercial world has 

become a spaghetti bowl of confusing trade deals.  

When seeking to enlarge our North Atlantic economies we must not aim at creating a new free trade 

area. Our Open Prosperity Area must be open to all those nations wishing to join on the same 

principles as its founders, the US and the EU; first Canada, then other nations in America must be 

invited to join. The easiest way would be for the OAPA agreement to include a “Most Favoured Nation 

clause” (MFN clause), of the kind that accompanied commercial treaties in the middle of the 19th 

century; by that clause new signatories should enjoy and concede all trading liberties granted by the 

previous ones.  

This makes me conceive the OAPA as a Trade Round from the bottom up; instead of trying to agree to 

universally applicable rules at the top table I think it more practical to create a club of commercial 

liberties so attractive that other nations will want to join.  
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The advantages of an Open Atlantic Prosperity Area (OAPA) 

I propose the launching of a new, comprehensive US-EU trade and investment liberalization agreement 

rooted in cooperation: the Open Atlantic Prosperity Area. 

The transatlantic economy is among the freest in the world, but certainly not fully free. Substantial 

gains would result from a new initiative designed to deepen and re-energize the transatlantic economy 

through increased trade, higher investment and stronger flows of knowledge between the EU and US. 

The OAPA would pursue full transatlantic trade and investment liberalization, leading to economic 

integration between the EU and the US, by removing all type of trade and investment barriers. This 

would lead to more efficient resource allocation, reinforced competition, more intense and better-

quality research and development activities, and increased innovation. Clearly, such a move would 

boost economic growth, increase per capita income and create more and better jobs both in the EU 

and the US. The advantage for the EU would be especially great: 

1. Many barriers fragmenting the European market would fall under the onslaught of 

transatlantic competition; and  

2. The enterprising spirit of American society would help transform the more bureaucratic 

attitude of Europeans. 

On the other hand, a more competitive EU would also provide a stimulus to the American economy and 

thus to the whole transatlantic economy. 

Difficulties in the path of an OAPA 

Of course politics is the main barrier to be surmounted. Political conviction and leadership are needed 

to get such an ambitious project as the OAPA off the ground. It would be wrong, however, to overlook 

the non-political difficulties in the path of such an agreement. The large differences between the 

administrative and regulatory systems of America and Europe make the practical task of 

implementation difficult, even if the political will is there.  

Regulatory barriers are at the core of the current lack of integration of the transatlantic market. These 

regulatory barriers can be used, and actually are used, as non-tariff barriers in transatlantic exchanges. 

But even if the political will existed to remove those barriers, as I hope will happen, the task will not 

prove easy. It is one thing to want to free movements of goods and capital and quite another to 

harmonize legal and administrative prerequisites.  

Tax rules are very different in America and Europe: one need only remember the general rejection of 

VAT in the US. Competition oversight is judicial in America and administrative in Europe and resolutions 

are often contradictory. Accounting rules have proved peculiarly difficult to accord. Health and safety 

regulations are profoundly different, witness the resistance in Europe to genetically modified foods. 

Patent and intellectual property systems are contradictory. Approval of drugs and medicines often put 

American and European authorities at loggerheads. 
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The only way out seems to be to apply the “rules of origin” principle, whereby surmounting the 

exigencies in the domicile country, state or region will be valid throughout the Atlantic area. This 

method has the added advantage of carrying the seed of regulatory competition, leading to a choice of 

jurisdictions by producers and consumers, who are sure to prefer the lighter controlling hand.  

The Atlantic Prosperity Area must be an open club 

This comprehensive, ambitious and renovated Atlantic initiative would therefore be based on two 

pillars, bilateral and multilateral. By means of a novel application of the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) 

clause, the OAPA will be open to any third country wanting to join, if ready and willing to fulfill the 

conditions accepted by the Atlantic partners. The door must be open for Australia, New Zealand, Japan, 

South Africa, and others to join in and frank their economies to all the partners in the Accord.  

This would be equivalent to the Atlantic partners effectively offering the world an immediately and 

effective super-Doha, an offer which would keep the flame of free trade burning, now that the process 

appears to be flickering.  

A development agenda 

The Open Atlantic Prosperity Area would deliver higher growth and more and better jobs for both EU 

and US citizens. A growth engine such as the OAPA would also by itself enhance the prosperity of other 

nations, rich and poor. A more productive transatlantic economy could greatly contribute to prosperity 

in the broader global community, if care is taken to make it trade-creating rather than trade-diverting.  

Transatlantic prosperity must mean more than a spontaneous push to commerce by dint of a larger and 

freer market uniting both shores of the North Atlantic. There must also be a commitment to foster and 

spread prosperity globally. The US and the EU have signed a variety of agreements with less developed 

nations, which they should consolidate into a joint EU-US Multilateral Development Agenda. They 

would thus complement the spontaneous effects of the OAPA on world prosperity and help spread the 

North Atlantic prosperity to less developed nations.  

The expansion of global trade through the WTO Doha Development Round and a joint Atlantic agenda 

supporting development worldwide are strategic goals to be pursued. But in any case, that EU-US joint 

Multilateral Development Agenda will be a necessary complement of the Open Atlantic Prosperity 

Area. 
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A Road Map is needed  

The EU-US dialogue suffers from a lack of political engagement at the highest levels of responsibility. 

What is needed is a major advance across the board, not partial and limited progress. An agreement 

should be formalized between the partners with the following key points: 

 The identification of barriers in the transatlantic economy.  

 An action plan to remove these barriers, once national security goals are met.  

 This plan should include a specific timetable for: 

(a) Area-specific actions and stages and target dates for completion;  

(b) Area-specific dialogues between regulators and legislators;  

(c) Benchmarking procedures and definition of feedback mechanisms.  

 An ad hoc commission should be created, with full powers to supervise progress and solve 

conflicts but no permanent secretariat.  

 A detailed definition should be drawn up of the conditions applied within the OAPA that 

must be extensible on an equal footing to countries wishing to invoke the renewed form of 

MFN clause. 

Political leadership is required 

Such an ambitious agenda will require consistent and committed political action over many years. Up 

to now, the EU-US Positive Economic Agenda and the Regulatory Road Map have not produced 

sufficient results. No real progress will be possible without high-level political leadership to help clear 

decision-making logjams bilaterally and multilaterally. An Atlantic leadership of this kind is also needed 

to energize the Doha round. But even if this fails, the “Doha-plus” offer of the OAPA could inspire 

countries around the world and lead them to a much needed further step towards free trade. 

Dr. Pedro Schwartz is Chairman of the Competition Tribunal of the Madrid Autonomous Community. 
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